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D3 Security’s Avigilon Control Center Integration Geo-Locates Video Footage for 
Map-Based Incident Management and Dispatching 

Live operators and configurable workflows use video surveillance to improve response to access control 
events, push event alarms to security officers in the field and attach surveillance media to incident 

reports and dispatches—all from the Google Maps-based D3 ONE platform 

Vancouver, BC, June 23, 2014 – D3 Security announced today that it has successfully integrated its D3 ONE 
suite of security management software with Avigilon‘s Control Center video management system. D3 ONE’s 
Incident Reporting, Case Management, Dispatching and GIA PSIM solutions interface with Avigilon Control 
Center so that operators can attach surveillance media to incident reports and investigations, push media to 
security officers in the field and automate key dispatching functions through the use of configurable standard 
operating procedures.  Incident management, access control and situational awareness activities are 
streamlined and fundamentally improved upon as operators command layers of mission-critical data and 
leverage surveillance media whenever necessary, all from a single comprehensive platform. 

When an access control or other security event occurs, D3 ONE triggers Avigilon Control Center to capture 
relevant footage and a flashing geo-located event alarm is instantly displayed on D3 ONE’s Google Maps-
based PSIM interface. With one click or keystroke, the operator can drill down to view live and recorded 
footage of the event. If the event requires corrective action, the operator or pre-configured standard 
operating procedures seamlessly create a D3 Incident Report and/or a D3 Dispatch—with associated 
surveillance footage and images as an attachment. The dispatch record is then automatically assigned to the 
nearest available officer based on GPS tracking or their last completed D3 Guard Tour checkpoint. This entire 
process—from event detection to resource assignment and outcome tracking—takes mere seconds and 
provides the security operation with visual intelligence of the event in progress, plus increased automation 
and procedural oversight. 

“D3 Security is pleased to partner with Avigilon to provide a complete end-to-end solution for incident 
reporting, dispatching, investigations and PSIM that is fully integrated with Avigilon’s Control Center,” said 
Gordon Benoit, President, D3 Security. “The competitive advantage is clear: D3 can capture footage of any 
security event, determine the root cause, apply corrective action, and perform trend analysis to help 
organizations standardize their security practices, install improved countermeasures and obtain powerful 
business intelligence from their physical security systems—all from a single, easy-to-use solution.” 

D3 Security’s D3 ONE enterprise security platform is the only fully integrated, single platform solution on the 
market today that combines incident management, investigations, physical security operations and PSIM. 
Configured to meet the client’s specific needs, the D3 ONE software suite is accessible from any web 
browser, personal computer or smart device. D3 ONE helps organizations visualize, prevent and manage risk, 
strengthen internal controls and protect their people, property and assets with maximum efficiency. 
Available on enterprise or SaaS licensing models, the D3 ONE suite is a trusted security management system 
providing continual return-on-investment to thousands of users and over 100 of the Fortune 500.  



About D3 Security: 

D3 Security provides a web-based enterprise security software platform that is fundamentally changing the 
way incidents, security and risk are managed in the global enterprise. Through its flexible configuration 
options and industry specific applications, D3 ONE powers a set of fully configurable and integrated modules 
that include Incident Reporting, Investigation/Case Management, I.T. Forensics Case Management, Dispatch, 
Guard Tour, Mobile, Security Analytics and GIA PSIM.  

Visit www.D3Security.com or call 1-800-608-0081 for more information. 
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